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Another Win!
Ipswich woodcrafts club has taken
home the Cooroora Woodworkers
annual inter-club challenge 2019, and
here’s our proud president with the
trophy and winning entries. Nice work!

Christmas Party 2019
Christmas party will be at the
clubhouse on 7th December and will
include an auction and the usual
Christmas challenge. We’re also
throwing out a Bowtie challenge
(could also be a parcel bow) in
conjunction with the Christmas
challenge – see page 9 for inspiration.

Editorial
This issue I’m sorry but I’ve neglected
to get a President’s Report. However
we should have another newsletter
before mid-December which will
include Neal’s words of wisdom, the
end of the Toolbox article, and an
easy Christmas present project from
Lyn (tissue box cover).
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Queensland Kauri Pine

• The Family Araucariaceae thrived in Australia for 175 million years.
• A rainforest tree species, originating on Fraser Island and the Fraser
coast of Queensland.
• Age can be 100 to 300 years. The oldest and biggest trees were
heavily harvested in the early settlement period.
• Can grow up to 50 metres high and up to 2 metres Diameter.
• Usually grows with a straight trunk with a slight taper.
• The bark is motley grey, smooth to slightly scaly.
• Has a robust canopy with smooth, waxy, oblong to ovate leaves.
• Globular female 8cm Dia. cones and 2cm Dia. male strobili.
• Heavily logged in the past, now cultivated and not endangered.
• A stately tree, planted in many parks, gardens and avenues.
• The wood is creamy-white, fine straight grain, 480 kg/m3
• Used extensively for plywood, flooring, joinery, furniture, panelling,
turnery, cooperage, framing, musical instruments etc.
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Kauri bark

400mm Kauri Bowl

Female Cone

Male Strobili

Kauri Hollow Form
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Aging timber: ebonising.
Lyn Keidel and Beth Addison-Smith
A little while back Lyn was talking about the trouble of making a piece of intarsia look like old timber:
she said you can find a nice weathered bit of timber, but when you cut it up the inside often looks
quite new. Or you have to go to a lot of trouble finding the right colour timbers. Lyn’s research had
suggested that you could age timber by putting it out in the sun and rain for 8 weeks, and her
comment was ‘I don’t have 8 weeks!’. Who does? Here’s what Lyn did instead:
I put some normal vinegar into a bottle with two nails, two teabags, and some filings off the grinder
from downstairs (very resourceful), shook it all up, left that for a while and then coated the timber.
The first picture is of the wood I have stained. The second picture is after leaving it overnight and it
seems to have darkened a lot more with only the one coating applied. I think it has done what I
needed and saved a lot of cutting different timbers to get the effect that I want.

So it turns out that the iron-vinegar mixture
(iron-acetate) mixes with tannin in the wood
(and in the tea) and turns it that dark colour,
and the amount of natural tannin etc
determines what colour you end up with. I
gave it a try myself on a piece of dowel, and
it worked very well except for one section of
the dowel that didn’t change colour at all.
This turned out to be because of some wood
glue that had dried on that section – perhaps
it’s better to ebonise before gluing, then .
Here’s Lyn’s finished intarsia birdhouse with
ebonised roof. Gorgeous!
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Victorian Carved Furniture
With extracts from https://worldclassantiques.com/Media/Magazine/recognizing-hand-carvedfurniture.aspx by Wayne Jordan.
Damien recently brought in a rocking chair that he had
restored, replacing the seat with a rattan panel, and oiling the
timber. It looked beautiful (see photo) and we fell to discussing
the embellishment on the head piece. Damien said he thought
it was ‘pressed’ and he was right: some Googling on the
subject led me to an interesting article on ‘Recognizing Hand
Carved’ furniture, by Wayne Jordan.
Here’s some of what Wayne has to say:
The modern misunderstanding of "hand carving" appears to be more or
less universal. I recently performed an eBay search on the phrase "hand
carved sideboard" which returned 20 results. Only one of the items
offered was actually hand-carved; the other nineteen were machinecarved. How can one tell the difference?
Look at the carvings up close, and from a distance. Does the carving on
the right side of the cabinet match the left side, exactly? If so, it's not
hand carving, because hand carving will have inconsistencies. A carved
leaf might be formed differently on each side, or raised slightly higher…
Remember, variations are the key to identifying hand carving.
The Nineteenth Century ushered in the Industrial Revolution. The rise of
factory production led to jobs and a population that had the means to
purchase the newly produced goods. Middle class homes needed to be
furnished, and small furniture shops gave rise to large, well-equipped
furniture factories that produced moderately priced furniture.
Of all the machines that revolutionized furniture making two in
particular had significant impact: the steel die cutter (about
1870) and the spindle carver (about 1817, with variations over
the next 100 years).
In the late 18th Century, spindle carvers were used to create
ornamentation that could be purchased in bulk and simply glued
onto a surface to give the impression of carving. Manufacturers
could take a basic flat furniture panel and adorn it in many
different ways to create a variety of furniture styles.
Die cutters consisted of steel plates with a design scribed
into them. The die's design had very sharp cutting edges,
and when the die was forced by steam pressure onto a
wooden panel, the die would cut away wood to create the
desired design. The most recognizable die-cut design is
found today in what are called "press-back" chairs, usually
made of oak, to accompany a dining set.
When you see an ad for a "Hand Carved Victorian
Sideboard", don't believe it. Check it very carefully before
handing over your money because chances are very high
that it isn't hand-carved at all.

Regardless of any carving issues, Damien has made a great job of restoring the rocking chair, and
it’s nice to see a piece of old furniture living on with new generations after some TLC.
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Toolbox build, Part 1.
By Allan Nielsen

Backstory
I am reasonably new to the craft that many call woodworking having only been serious about it for a couple
years now. I initially used photography as a
means of de-stressing from a full-time job that
involves a lot of work in my head - computer
programmer. This allowed me to have a creative
outlet and for many years was a great hobby,
providing me with a satisfying end product. An
example of this work is shown on the right. Long
story short, the photography was so successful I
turned a hobby into a business, selling my
services, prints, etc. I was able to expand the
business and poured all the profits back into
gear, studio, lights, etc. For a few more years
this was great, but it started to become another
source of stress. In the end 90% business, 10%
creative outlet meant I was no longer having fun
and it no longer gave me the relief from my
daytime job which I love more, so I sold
everything and bought lots of tools and
machinery to build a workshop under my
house. After a fair amount of research, settled
on a table saw, bandsaw, combination
thicknesser/jointer, full height pedestal drill press,
sander and scroll-saw. Finally, a heap of hand
tools rounded off the initial investment.
I had some help setting up the shop and use of
the tools from Damion Fauser who holds very
informative courses, and even did an in-home
consult. One such course was building a custom
workbench and was my introduction to milling
raw lumber and setting out a project plan. This
was a lightbulb moment for me, and my
challenge-based learning was born.
So, since the beginning of this new hobby I have
been very careful not to make the same
mistakes. All projects I do are things I want to do,
must provide a challenge, causing me to learn something new and keep the yearning for time in workshop
forefront in my mind. Enter the toolbox build.

Toolbox challenge
I had so far only created one-off items, I had seen a lot of YouTube videos where people had made many
items by “batching”. This was a foreign concept so thought it would make an interesting challenge. I found an
article in a magazine on locking mortise and tenon joints for carcass construction and so the toolbox challenge
was born. The objectives:

•
•
•
•
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Create a chest, making tool adjustments as few times as possible
Make all the components up front, cutting as many at once as possible
Design the toolbox parts to achieve the first 2 objectives
Finally, have a usable piece at the end
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Design
I am a fan of the Gerstner tool chests (specifically the one below), so I based my design and dimensions on it.
That in itself was challenging and lead to many nights at the computer in Sketchup trying different designs and
ideas and learning how to use Sketchup. I finally settled on a design that looked very similar but with slightly
different drawer layouts to cater for my tools specifically.
My wife liked the idea and asked if I could make a smaller version as a sewing box. Then another friend
asked if he could join in the build. I don’t normally say yes to these types of requests, but it fitted the challenge
perfectly, so 1 chest became 3 and reinforced the need for batching.

Build
We started batching out all the drawer components and it wasn’t long before we had these all cut and laid out,
only making a few adjustments on the table saw. These parts would be made from cheaper pine in case things
didn’t go to plan. The larger parts like the case would be cut from a furniture grade ply for stability.
Tested assembly of the drawers proved the process a success, and all the parts were dry-fitted with no
issues. On to the drawer fronts next, and this was a little more nerve racking as we had very limited timber for
these parts. I was making mine from New Guinea Rosewood, David from Rock Maple, and Kathryn’s was
going to be Oak. We had to leave enough for the sides and trim later in the case construction.
The old motto, measure 3 times, prepare to cut, recheck the measurements, then cut, and… we succeeded.
The drawers now all had faces too.
Now some of the seasoned among you will have noticed we did this backwards. Normally, so I found out, one
makes the case FIRST, and then make the drawers to fit. Lesson learned. ………….to be continued
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Photos from the Bribie Comp
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Inspiration: Bow Ties
There is a bit of a BOWTIE THEME going on for our CHRISTMAS CHALLENGE this year (or even a bow for
a parcel).

From The Tie Guys
By Ella Bing

By WoodPi on etsy

sandpgoldenfry.co.uk

https://www.woodenties.co.uk/collections/bow-ties

neveroldboys.com

Wood turned by Tim Yoder
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CONTACT DETAILS

P.O. Box 695, Booval, QLD. 4304.

President

Neal McDonald

3281 1342

Secretary

Bill Bopf

Treasurer

Lee Holland

3281 4526

Assistant Treasurer

John Holland

3281 4526

Vice President

Jim Tutin

3282 1378

Past President

Jim Lane

3812 1433

Committee

Geoff Holloway

3282 4521

Lyn Keidel

3816 2747

Bob Hannah

5467 9843

Dan Dennison

3813 0363

Beth Addison-Smith

3389 5542

Newsletter Editor

Beth Addison-Smith

3389 5542

Equipment Officer

TBC

Librarian

D Weatherburn

0410 123 981

Project Co-ordinator

Neal McDonald

3281 1342

Events Co-ordinator

Geoff Holloway

3282 4521

Purchasing Officer

Neal McDonald

3281 1342

Social Media

Carmen Holloway

0411 470 554

Webmaster

Michael Joachim

0451 070 075

OTHER OFFICES:

Club Patron

Website:
www.ipswichwoodcraftsclub.com
Contact the club:
ipswichwoodcraftsclub@gmail.com
Contact the editor:
ipswichwoodcraftsclub+news@gmail.com
Meeting Days:
Tues, Wed (main), Sat 9-12
MISSION STATEMENT
1. To promote an interest in the crafts
of woodwork and a forum for
discussion.
2. To develop a community interest in
the various woodworking trades,
especially with the young people.
3. To organize and exhibit the skills of
the club members, lending
encouragement and guidance.
4. To foster a conservative attitude in
our club and local community
regarding the use of our natural
resources.
The Ipswich Woodcrafts Club Inc. states
that its objective in reporting various
articles and advice in our Newsletter and
communications, both verbal and written,
is merely to disseminate information, and
not to make recommendations or
directives. It also states that the views
expressed therein are not necessarily those
of the Club or its Committee.

FEES

FULL YEAR
SEPT TO AUG

PRO-RATA
JAN TO AUG

PRO-RATA
MAY TO AUG

SINGLE MEMBERSHIP

$45

$35

$25

FAMILY MEMBERSHIP (Member plus his/her Partner)
Each additional Junior Member

$62
+$17

$48
+$14

$32
+$9

FAMILY MEMBERSHIP (Plus for each additional
member)

$45
+$17

$35
+$14

$25
+$9

COUNTRY MEMBERSHIP

$23

$17

$12

JOINING FEE (Once only)

$5

$5

$5

SESSION FEE (Per session)

$4

$4

$4
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